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Introduction

FOR US 
A poem by Terisa Siagatonu

For Aunty Hauani 

Her words, my final resting place one day:
“upon the survival of the Pacific
depends the survival of the world.”

We, the biggest region on the planet.
The oldest ocean.
The heart, if this world ever had one. 
How dare anyone look at a map
with Oceania sliced in half
hanging on the edges of it and say:
I know what the world looks like.

For everything that fractured us.

For my severed island,
once belonging to itself 
for my chest, where Samoa is whole always
where Guahan is demilitarized finally
Hawai’i too. Northern Mariana Islands too
where the Marshall Islands is nuclear waste free
and the sins that bombed them 67 times
1000 times bigger than the one dropped on Hiroshima
remain America’s judgement day explanation, 
and never theirs.
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For every misspelled / mispronounced attempt
at our family heirlooms.
How people will suggest that I
introduce myself
before giving my keynote address,
rather than trouble their lazy tongue
with learning how to say it
out of respect for my ancestors.

No.
You say it
so there’s no mistake
that you can see me
and the village
I’m standing in.

The audacity
has always been violent.

The honeymoons
timeshares
family vacations
spring breaksviolence done to us 
masked as gaslight

but this is for the lighting 
of the match.

For the spark of my generation
settling for nothing less
than our due.
For the aloha spirit being sharper
than you last remembered. 
For the locals no longer willing
to tourist trap for you.
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For the love of my ancestors
how once, I read that when our colonizers 
came back to Samoa the second time, 
their boats were capsized 
by our sea.  

Oh well. 
For that too.

And as always & forever more:
for the culture.
The one I come from 
and the one that had no choice
but to come from me.
Indigenous diaspora finds home everywhere

Iosepa Historical Memorial 
Skull Valley, Utah
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my people survive.
From Cali’s coast to Oceania’s edge
from my swollen heart to the valley in my voice
the one that my love echos between forever
for the ones I intend to die for
and the ones who now understand
why they’re alive.

For the lengths I will go
to tell the truth
in this lifetime
in my writing
for us.
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 Terisa Siagatonu is an award-winning poet, teaching artist, mental 
health educator, and community leader born and rooted in the Bay Area. 
Her presence in the poetry world as a queer Samoan woman and activist has 
granted her opportunities to perform and speak in places ranging from the 
White House (during the Obama administration) to the UN Conference on 
Climate Change in Paris, France. The most memorable moment in her career 
was receiving President Obama’s Champion of Change Award in 2012 for her 
activism as a spoken word poet/organizer in her Pacific Islander community.
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Book Recommendations

Marking 
Indigeneity: 
The Tongan 
Art of 
Sociospatial 
Relations by 
Tevita O Ka’ili

The Ocean in 
the School: 
Pacific 
Islander 
Students Trans-
forming Their 
University by 
Rick Bonus

The Seeds We 
Planted: 
Portraits of a 
Native Hawaiian 
Charter School 
by Noelani 
Goodyear 
-Ka’opua

Decolonizing 
Methodologies: 
Research and 
Indigenous 
Peoples by 
Linda Tuhiwai 
Smith

Samoan 
Queer Lives 
by Dan 
Taulapapa 
McMullin & 
Yuki Kihara

A Nation Ris-
ing: Hawaiian 
Movements for 
Life, Land, and 
Sovereignty by 
Noelani 
Goodyear 
-Ka’opua

From a Native 
Daughter by 
Haunani Kay 
Trask

Home, Away, 
Elsewhere 
by Vaughan 
Rapatahana 
& James 
Norcliffe

Sourcing Siapo 
by Penina Ava 
Taesali

My Walk to 
Equality: 
Essays, Stories 
and Poetry 
Papua New 
Guinean 
Women Write 
by Rashmii 
Amoah Bell

Stories on the 
Four Winds 
by Robyn 
Bargh 6



Once Were 
Warriors

Film Recommendations

The Legend 
of Johnny 
Lingo

In Football We 
Trust

Rapa Nui Whale Rider
The Dead 
Lands

Born to 
Dance Utu The Last Saint

Tanna Boy 
The Dark 
Horse

Once Were 
Warriors
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Film Recommendations

Naming 
Number Two

Samoan 
Wedding 
(1&2)

Three Wise 
Cousins

Hibiscus & 
Ruthless Harry

What Becomes 
of the Broken 
Hearted?

Moana
Leitis in 
Waiting Kumu Hina 

Tongan Ark
The 
Casketeers  Kawa 8



Film Recommendations

One Thousand 
RopesThe Orator 

The Strength of 
Water

Crooked 
Earth Waru Mahana

The Other 
Side of 
Heaven

The 
Other Side of 
Heaven Fire 
of Faith Tatau

Coral Tamma Tu  9



Asian Americana

Audio & Podcast Recommendations

KavaKast Deep Pacific

Faika Faikakala For The Qultures Afroteine The Real 

Growin’ Samoan Brown Girls’ Therapy

2 Brownish Girls

Sorry Bout It

Pasifika Issues Podcast 10



Community Involvement

The Southern Utah Pacific Islander Coalition (SUPIC) is a non-profit 
organization that provides education programs and scholarships for 
Washington County students and higher education students, wellness 
programs which include diabetes, cancer, obesity, and fitness, and 
cultural awareness and advocacy to southern Utah communities.

A community powered, community led non-profit organization whose 
strength comes from volunteer-based programming. We believe all 
Pacific Islanders have the cultural capacity to lead from within and 
create positive change for collective betterment and benefit. 

The Utah Pacific Islander Health Coalition (UPIHC) seeks to improve 
quality of life for Pacific Islanders and the communities they live in 
throughout the state of Utah through health promoting efforts including 
public health education, preventive wellness services, and health policy 
advocacy. We provide education through a robust network of coalition 
member organizations ranging from individual health advocates and 
independent fitness consultants to government agencies and institutions of 
higher learning.

The National Tongan American Society seeks to strengthen the Pacific 
Islander family by promoting health, education, cultural preservation
and civic engagement.
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Campus Involvement

Pacific Unity Association (PUA) 
The main objective and purpose of the Pacific Unity Association (PUA) club is to address academic, cultural and 
social needs of Pacific Islanders attending Salt Lake Community College. PUA strives to perpetuate, strengthen 
and enhance cultural identity and heritage of Pacific Islanders through storytelling and sharing of experiences 
while implementing programs that inform, engage, and unite Pacific Islanders in their academic journey. SLCC 
PUA focuses on three (3) core areas:

1. Advocacy
 Advocate for the rights of Pacific Islanders and underrepresented, multicultural students and groups as outlined 
in the Student Code of Conduct.
 
2. Collaboration: 
 In collaboration with Salt Lake Community College Student Association (SLCCSA), clubs and organizations, 
and the Office of Diversity and Multicultural Affairs (ODMA), PUA seeks to address cultural and/or social con-
cerns of underrepresented Pacific Islanders and multicultural students and groups,  as well as extend an invita-
tion to those who want to learn more about the culture and get involved with PUA.
 
3. Graduation and Retention
 We serve multicultural students by sharing our experiences and knowledge of educational resources as a way of 
informing them of opportunities contributing to their access and success. In support of student retention and 
completion, PUA and its advisors and allies have an explicit commitment to provide guidance and support to 
Pacific Islanders and underrepresented students, who have experienced a gap in meeting their career goals and 
objectives. Below are resources, which include but are not limited to:

• Academic support services
• Free tutoring
• Student involvement
• Scholarships and financial aid 
• Technical & computer services
• Community networking & other resources
• Job referrals & opportunities
• Health & counseling

https://www.facebook.com/PUAslcc

@SLCCPUA
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White Allyship

CHALLENGE:

Challenge your conscious and unconscious biases. Do you know what they are? 
If not, start by taking an implicit association test. We recommend 
implicit.harvard.edu. Challenge your assumptions about the world.

What do you consider “normal?” Which histories do you know? And whose 
experiences do you center? What kind of knowledge centers your world? 
Challenge your privilege. We challenge you to acknowledge your privileges and 
how they perpetuate raciscm and white supremacy.

DISRUPT:

What steps can you take each day to disrupt racism? As you gain more 
awareness, disrupt racist conversations. Use your privilege (and your physical 
and financial resources) to support people of color and their local 
businesses and projects.

DISMANTLE:

Know your place and stay in your lane. Let Black, Indigenous, and people of 
color lead their movements. 
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Office of Diversity and Multicultural Affairs
4600 South Redwood Road, STC 236

Salt Lake City, UT 84123
801-957-4954 | diversity@slcc.edu

Facebook @SLCCDiversity | Instagram: @SLCC_Diversity
Twitter: @SLCC_Diversity


